
Why do therapists want me to
use visuals at home?

TOPIC:

Why do therapists what me to use visual and visuals*  at
home??

*We mean visuals as pictures, photos or symbols of something
or someone.

WHY:
Visuals  are  a  great  way  to  explain  to  someone  what  is
happening or going to happen. They also don’t require verbal
language to understand them (think road signs or signs in
airports).

Having visuals help children to know what is expected of them
and what is coming next. We love visual information because it
doesn’t change and our brains actually process the information
differently from sound, touch, smell, movement, balance and
taste (which can all be scary).
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Visual information goes straight to our thinking part of our
brain – making it easier for children to understand it.

Visual information doesn’t change and isn’t scary – so it is
perfect to use at home for chores, expectations or explaining
to a child what is happening next. Just think about when you
are travelling – most of the time you can deduce things like
toilet, airport, hospital from the visual information even if
you don’t know the language.

HOW:
Head over to our visuals page here, and take a look at all the
free visuals online. All you need is a printer (and laminator
if you like), and some options (such as ASD Visuals or Busy
Kids) mean you can pay a little extra and they come ready to
use.

WHO:
Who can help?

GPs,  teachers,  child  care  staff,  other  parents,  OTs,
Speechies, Psychologists, community nurses can all point you
the right direction when it comes to use of visuals.

Don’t be afraid to ask for help, and it may take time to work
out what visuals work for your child or patient. Some children
will need photos, symbols or high contrast depending on their
needs.

KEY TIPS:
There is some time to set it up, but once set up they are
fantastic!

Take a look at our page with loads of link to FREE visuals
here!!
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